
Reflective Statement

During my research, I did some case study of some platforms about helping  neighbors 

exchange news, also some online course study platform, in order to dig more of the 

relationships between neighbors, and what’re the advantages and disadvantages of online 

courses platform. There are some existing platforms for people share advices about local 

services, sell stuff and debate community issues. For my first case study, NextDoor, it’s a 

neighborhood social network that allows neighbors to talk online. It can be used to 

exchange advice about things such as babysitters and home repair companies. NextDoor 

can also be used to quickly communicate with your neighbors, for example, there is a 

break in or a lost dog. And the second one is a community social network that makes it 

easier to communicate among neighbors which called Common Place. This platform can 

be used to organize community events, exchange advice, and spread news. And it does 

not exist in all neighborhoods, but you can nominate your community to join the social 

network. The third one is Lynda, a online course website about business, technology and 

creative skills, but they are not access to everyone, because they charge money. These 

platforms are more focus on online networking communications, and share some 

community news.  

Comparing online courses and offline courses, some people prefer offline course because 

if someone are a beginner of some new skills, they may not have a direction to start, 

where they need to go, what kind of online courses will be helpful. So in my perspective, 

offline courses will be great for a new starters, we may have many questions when we 

start to learn a new skill, if someone can answer you questions face to face immediately, it 

will be a efficiently learning experience for you and this way also will help you take some 

detours and save time. My goal is to promote more communications and help people to 

exchange and share skills, cultures and unknown world, and in my design, artificial 

intelligence house keeper can help users efficiently find the right person based on their 

personal data and motivate more communication in real life. And  for the future work, how 

can I build a more trustworthy platform will not challenge people’s trust mechanisms, for 

example, why Uber and Airbnb work so successful, in my perspective, people may not 



trust their landlord or driver, but they trust these platform’s rules and systems. So as a 

future community, how to establish a balanced system will become more and more 

important.


